On the vibronic coupling approximation: a generally applicable approach for determining fully quadratic quasidiabatic coupled electronic state Hamiltonians.
In this report we introduce an iterative procedure for constructing a quasidiabatic Hamiltonian representing N(state)-coupled electronic states in the vicinity of an arbitrary point in N(int)-dimensional nuclear coordinate space. The Hamiltonian, which is designed to compute vibronic spectra employing the multimode vibronic coupling approximation, includes all linear terms which are determined exactly using analytic gradient techniques. In addition, all [N(state)][N(int)] quadratic terms, where [n]=n(n+1)/2, are determined from energy gradient and derivative coupling information obtained from reliable multireference configuration interaction wave functions. The use of energy gradient and derivative coupling information enables the large number of second order parameters to be determined employing ab initio data computed at a limited number of points (N(int) being minimal) and assures a maximal degree of quasidiabaticity. Numerical examples are given in which quasidiabatic Hamiltonians centered around three points on the C(3)H(3)N(2) potential energy surface (the minimum energy point on the ground state surface and the minimum energy points on the two- and three-state seams of conical intersection) were computed and compared. A method to modify the conical intersection based Hamiltonians to better describe the region of the ground state minimum is introduced, yielding improved agreement with ab initio results, particularly in the case of the Hamiltonian defined at the two-state minimum energy crossing.